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The 4th International meeting was like the extra summer meeting held at Aalborg Universities
Campus in Copenhagen, but in a wet winter that make it easier to stay indoor in the former Nokia
research center which became Aalborg University Copenhagen.
To get ready for the test was the headline for the meeting

Modules and tools
Since June had all partners worked hard to get the modules and ready to be presented in
Copenhagen and afterward to be tested.
The draft versions of each module and tool were presented by each drafting leader and discussed
by all partners. For each module and tool it was concluded be project manager Cristian Rocha,
LNEG how it should be finalized for testing
The spice of good training materiel is good and understandable examples and minimums criteria
to ensure that were defined
- The example should be simple
- Should be clear what the example is
- Why is it considered a good example?
- Where can the user find more information?
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Testing the training material
Rainer Pamming, Vienna University of Technology showed how the tranining material should be
tested. The test will take plavcee in three areas
1. Training for SInnDesign Trainers
2. Training for Trainees - professionals or students
3. Demonstration workshops
Copenhagen School of Design and Technology (KEA) presented a video recording of a preliminary
test of the training material among 100 students from level 5 of education. The results were
positive and the student could see potential of using the tools in their projects in the future
Irina Celades López and Teresa Ros Dosdá from ITC Spain presented the design training material
format, logo etc. and how the materials are reviewed during the period of its finalization.
Finally José Neto from WeAreMateria and the responsible web developer of the Sinndesign
website presented on line and via Skype the set up and its function and got feedback from the
partners
Even all participants worked hard and long time there were time for tasting traditional Danish
winter and Christmas food at a very local restaurant
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